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has promoted surveys and analyses of domestic and overseas trends, etc. with the aim of reducing GHG
emissions from international maritime shipping, and also conducted a study on the ideal form of ships in the
transition period leading to net-zero carbon in 2050 to promote the development of environmental ships from
the viewpoint of how international shipping can achieve a smoother transition to net-zero carbon. This paper
introduces representative efforts of the GSC in connection with regulatory trends and trends in new fuels related
to decarbonization that will affect ship design, and the development of next-generation ships that respond to
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delayed digitalization, which is also an issue in the coastal shipping industry.
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investment cost of facilities increase substantially, dramatically faster fluidics engineering calculation is
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introduces an “AI surrogate model” using a virtual particle model adopted from the lattice gas method, and
explains the concepts contributing to higher computational speed through the functions of fuzzy estimation and
real-time learning.
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With the Paris Agreement entering into force in 2016 and the growing global momentum of decarbonization, the
IMO adopted an Initial strategy on the reduction of GHG emissions at MEPC72 in 2018. Because ammonia
produces zero GHG emissions, it has attracted attention as an alternative fuel, and the development of ammoniafueled ships is being accelerated worldwide. To respond to that current situation, ClassNK issued “Guidelines
for Ships Using Alternative Fuels Part C,” which presents guidelines for the safety of ships using ammonia as
fuel. This paper provides an overview of the current status and explains the outline of Part C of the Guidelines.
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The Society established five basic strategies in the five-year medium-term management plan which started in
2017, and began a comprehensive revision of Part C of the Rules for the Survey and Construction of Steel Ships,
which is an original rule for the construction of ship hulls formulated by the Society, in a manner that corresponds
to one of those strategies, “Promoting research and development activities.” The comprehensive revision of Part
C is scheduled to be instructed around July of 2022. This paper explains the transition of the Society’s structural
strength rules since they were first issued in 1921 and describes the positioning of this comprehensive review
from the viewpoint of the transition to date.
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Setting Corrosion Additions Based on Latest Thickness Measurement Data
·························Rule Development and ICT Division, Hull Rules Development Department, ClassNK······· 83
In the development of rules for hull structural strength, it is necessary to appropriately estimate the amount of
the corrosion loss of the structural members of vessels over a period of 25 years. This paper introduces the results
of estimation of corrosion loss using recent plate thickness measurement data in comparison with the
probabilistic model for the process of the initiation and progress of corrosion that has been used conventionally.
The corrosion additions provided in the rules were set based on the obtained corrosion loss results, and were
compared with the corrosion additions provided in the Common Structural Rules of the IACS.

actually encountered by ships by linking the location and time information obtained by AIS and the
oceanographic data calculated by wave hindcasting. Based on the actual sea conditions encountered by general
merchant ships in the North Atlantic, in this paper, a quantitative assessment of the effect of actual sea conditions
on ship operation was carried out based on the Table of Wave Occurrence Frequencies in the North Atlantic
Areas in Recommendation No. 34 of the International Association of Classification Societies (IACS Rec. No.
34) for the ship motions, vertical wave bending moment and wave hydrodynamic pressure of the ships concerned.
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This study is joint research conducted for the purpose of “understanding bearing damage by monitoring the main
bearing lubrication oil (LO) outlet temperature”. The study consisted of an actual ship onboard monitoring test
and a simulation test. In the actual ship test, an analysis method that enables easier monitoring was also studied
in addition of data monitoring, and damage items that cannot be measured on an actual ship were examined in
the simulation test.

Recent Topics at IMO ············· Rule Development and ICT Division, External Affairs Department, ClassNK····· 109
This article introduces recent topics discussed at International Maritime Organization (IMO). At this issue, a
summary of the decisions taken at 77th Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC 77) and 104th
Maritime Safety Committee (MSC 104) is provided.
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In recent years, the Automatic Identification System (AIS) has made it possible to assess the sea conditions
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